CAUTION! STOP!
MACHINE SHOP WARNING!

Moving parts on machine shop equipment can snag, cut, dismember, and entrap, resulting in serious injury or death!

Flying chips, sparks, coolant, and other particles can cause serious injury!

- NEVER Use a Machine If You Are NOT Trained or Not Familiar With It. Ask Your Supervisor.
- NEVER Work Alone – Always Use Buddy System. Must Get Permission for off Hours.
- MUST Tie Loose Hair, Secure or Remove Loose Clothing, ID Badges & Jewelry (Watches, Rings, Bracelets) Before You Operate Any Machinery.
- NEVER Remove Shields or Machine Guards. Ensure They are in Place Before Starting Work.
- KEEP Hands & Body Clear When Operating Machines. Always Maintain a Safe Distance.
- AVOID Distraction – No Listening to Music Using Headphones, Ear buds, MP3 Players.
- WEAR Proper PPE To Include Eye, Ear, Hand, & Foot Protection. (Be Cautious of Gloves as They Can Become Snagged or Pulled Into Rotating Machinery.)